
HydraFRESH LVC takes a comprehensive 
approach that can penetrate deep into 

the grooves and textured surfaces of your 
floor for a higher level of soil removal that 
eliminates dirt, scuffs, grease, and other 

potentially harmful contaminates. 
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• Contains special soil inhibitors and is a low residue formula that does not 
contain any sticky or tacky cleaning agents. 

• Can be used as part of a prespray and rinse system or as part of a no rinse 
system. 

• Neutral PH makes it safe for luxury vinyl plank and tile floors, resilient tile 
floors and wood (polyurethan finish only) and laminate floors. 

•  HydraFresh LVC allows you to extend the life of the flooring investment and 
keep it looking great all the time.

Part #  800-142

HydraFRESH LVC

Directions:
Please read the full label directions before cleaning.
1. Sweep or vacuum floors prior to deep cleaning to remove particulate soils. An untreated 

microfiber dust mop works well for this. HydraFRESH LVC can be used in conjunction with 
a counter rotating brush agitation system with the appropriate brushes, an auto-scrubber; a 
mop and rinse system, and where the construction of the floor and the adhesives allow, a 
rotary hard surface cleaning tool such as the RX15H Rotary Hard Surface Tool, the RX20 
NEXT GEN with hard surface attachments; or a stationary hard surface wand.

2. For normal soiling, Mix 1 part HydraFRESH LVC with 64 parts water into sprayer (2 ounces 
of solution/gallon of water). For heavy soiling, mix 1 part HYDRAFRESH LVC with 16 parts 
water (16 ounces of solution/gallon of water).

3. Apply with sprayer or mop
4. Allow several minutes of dwell time but do not allow solution to dry.
5. Ground in soiling in grooves and textured surfaces may require agitation with a counter 

rotating brush system with appropriate brushes
6. Agitate and extract cleaning solution using high pressure warm or hot water from RX15H 

Rotary Hard Surface Tool or a RX20 NEXTGEN  with a hard surface attachment,  or high 
pressure hard surface wand. For more sensitive surfaces, consider using a hard surface 
wand or simply mop with clean water and rinse. Consult with the flooring manufacturer 
directions for further information on what rinse or extraction system to use.

7. For faster drying, especially in 
humid environments, consider 
the use of an axial, centrifugal, or 
downdraft air mover after cleaning.

Available in: 1 Gallon, Case of 4 x 1 Gallon, 
1 Quart, 4 x 1 Quart Case

RTU pH 6.5 - 7.5

Laminate, Wood, and 
Luxury Vinyl 
Plank and Tile 
Floors

Restorative Cleaner for Tile, Laminate, and Luxury Vinyl Plank Floors

Restoring the appearance of your luxury 
vinyl plank or luxury vinyl tile flooring 
investment to “like-new” condition is 

more than just cleaning. 


